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Fetal monitoring in labour

The prevention, early diagnosis, and treatment of intrapartum
asphyxia-with its attendant risks of stillbirth, neonatal
death, or long term handicap-remain objectives of the
highest priority. The discovery of the relation between fetal
acidosis and changes in the fetal heart rate led to the
introduction in the 1970s of electronic fetal monitoring to
reduce the hazards of fetal asphyxia.' Nevertheless, its use
has been the subject of deep controversy, particularly in
mothers with pregnancies at low risk. Some studies reported
falls in perinatal mortality after the introduction of electronic
fetal monitoring,2 3 but the extent to which the improvement
could be attributed to the monitoring itself was difficult to
define. Doubts about the routine use of monitoring for all
mothers increased when only one4 of five randomised trials58
reported improved fetal outcome with electronic fetal monitor-
ing as compared with intermittent auscultation. These
randomised trials were, however, too small to be conclusive,
and an analysis of pooled data from the first four studies
showed that neonatal convulsions were less common in
babies who had had electronic fetal monitoring provided that
it had been used in conjunction with assessments of fetal acid
base balance.9 This finding was important-because about
half of infants with neonatal convulsions either die in early
infancy or survive with serious developmental abnormalities.'0
A much larger randomised trial on 12964 women at the

National Maternity Hospital in Dublin has recently been
completed. Electronic fetal monitoring was compared with
intermittent auscultation, both policies including an option
to measure the pH in the fetal scalp." Though there was no
difference in perinatal mortality between the two groups, the
diagnosis of fetal asphyxia (pH<7-20) was increased by 83%
and the number of neonatal convulsions reduced by 55% in
the group who had electronic fetal monitoring. Stratified
analysis, however, showed that the reduction in neonatal
convulsions occurred very largely in those women whose
labours had lasted for over five hours. Regular intermittent
auscultation may prove to be sufficient in low risk mothers
who have a normal short term trace obtained by an external
monitor in early labour and who progress to delivery within
five hours.

Anxieties remain, however: one is that most of the
randomised studies have reported that electronic fetal monitor-
ing induces a twofold to threefold increase in the rate of
caesarean section." One explanation for this is that electronic
fetal monitoring lacks precision' and tends to overdiagnose
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fetal asphyxia, only half the abnormal traces being associated
with fetal acidosis.4 In the Dublin study electronic fetal
monitoring did not result in a significant increase in caesarean
sections; this was probably related to the liberal use of fetal
blood sampling to increase diagnostic accuracy." In 1979 a
national study in Britain reported that 63% of obstetricians
believed that electronic fetal monitoring alone was sufficient
to monitor fetal wellbeing and that half the maternity units
did not have facilities for fetal pH sampling.'3 Such statistics
make it easy to understand why caesarean section rates have
risen so steeply in recent years.

Important as fetal blood sampling undoubtedly is, it
requires immediately available laboratory support, it may
lead to delay in an urgently needed delivery, or it may require
frequent repetition of an uncomfortable examination. When
faced with a persistently abnormal fetal heart rate pattern
many obstetricians will carry out caesarean section irrespec-
tive of the pH value, a decision which is encouraged by a
desire to ensure a favourable outcome, by the anxieties of the
parents, and by the fear ofpotential litigation. A more precise
method of diagnosing fetal asphyxia would be an important
step forward, and computerised analysis of the fetal heart
trace,'4 fetal electrocardiography,'5 and continuous measure-
ments ofoxygen and carbon dioxide on the surface of the fetal
scalp'6 offer some prospects for future improvement.
A further problem for electronic fetal monitoring is that

some mothers regard the method itself as an unwelcome
intrusion into their experience of childbirth. This objection
may not be as widespread as is sometimes supposed-one
study in Britain reported that 63% of mothers found that the
intensive monitoring methods in labour were reassuring. 7 A
study in Copenhagen found that though 30% of mothers
would prefer intermittent auscultation, 78% of that group
would accept or demand electronic fetal monitoring should
any problem with the fetal heart be detected.' The Danish
study also showed that the source of information was related
to the preferred choice of monitoring method: mothers
attending hospital birth preparation classes were more likely
to choose electronic fetal monitoring, those attending natural
childbirth classes preferred intermittent auscultation, and
those not attending classes were commonly undecided.
Though it is true that to some extent the choice of classes
indicates pre-existing prejudices, it is also likely that good
communication between staff and parents is of great im-
portance. Ifmothers have deep rooted objections to electronic
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fetal monitoring these should be respected, though they
should be fully informed about the risks should they refuse
electronic fetal monitoring when its use is indicated by the
obstetric circumstances. To some extent objections to elec-
tronic fetal monitoring may reflect antipathy towards the
stark atmosphere of many delivery wards, and progress
towards a better environment forwomen in labour'9 may help
to make electronic fetal monitoring more acceptable.
The consensus among obstetricians is that electronic fetal

monitoring is the method of choice in high risk pregnancies,
but routine electronic fetal monitoring in low risk cases
remains controversial. The objectives for future work must
be to develop methods which improve diagnostic accuracy,
avoid unnecessary obstetric intervention, and increase accept-
ability to patients.
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Getting the balance right
Not infrequently the BMJ is asked to print a letter to the
editor commenting on an article that has appeared in a
journal thit has no correspondence column, a request that we
usually decline because it is none of our business. A recent
complaint about the Drug and Therapeutics Bulletin raises
such important issues, however, that we believe we are
justified in extending the debate to our-readers.

Last October theDrug and TherapeuticsBulletin devoted an
entire issue to the interval recommended between routine
dental check ups. ' Concluding that six monthly checks were
no longer needed for either caries or periodontal disease, the
article stated that "The good news is that an annual visit to
the dentist should suffice for both."

Such a statement reads as if it were the final truth. Yet the
fact is that the topic is still highly controversial and far from
settled, as the subsequent expert comments in the British
Dental Journal have shown.2` No such comments have
appeared, however, in the Drug and Therapeutics Bulletin,
which does not print letters and publishes only the occasional
correction of fact. It might be argued that the failure to have a
space for comment is the editor's prerogative, yet in this case
there are grounds for asserting that questioning should
be possible. Firstly, the article's conclusion has highly
important implications and attracted a lot ofmedia attention.
Secondly, the bulletin is sent free of charge to every general
practitioner in Britain, paid for by the Department of
Health.
On the issue of dental check ups the debate goes back at

least nine years, when in the Lancet under the heading of
"Questionable routines" A Sheiham, now professor of com-
munity dental health and dental practice at The London
Hospital and University College London, reviewed the
value of screening for dental caries, periodontal disease,
malocclusion, and oral malignancies.5 He concluded that
there was no evidence that six monthly dental checks were
needed, yet it was clear from the subsequent correspondence

in the Lancet that the issue was still controversial- some
writers agreed with Sheiham's arguments, but they pointed
to too many generalisations and assumptions in his article
and to conclusions not following from the data.

Eight years later, however, the controversy was obscured
in the Drug and Therapeutics Bulletin by the way the article
was edited. I have seen the various stages of this, and the
sequence illustrates the need for giving both the pros and
cons of any contentious case. Take the changes made in
one crucial passage in the Drug and Therapeutics Bulletin
article:

Author's submitted version-"As there is no scientific
case for altering [the six monthly dental check for
adults] specifically with respect to caries, it would seem
correct to recommend its maintenance....
Provisional draft-"These findings suggest longer inter-
vals. between check ups and a policy of minimal
intervention."
Author's correction-"These findings do not suggest
longer intervals between check ups as part ofa policy of
minimal intervention.... It would seem appropriate to
maintain the status quo at six months . ." (italics added).
Published version-"Routine six monthly screening is
not needed either for caries or periodontal disease."

In a detailed critique of this article in the British Dental
Journal R J Elderton, professor of conservative dentistry at
Bristol, concluded that it was backward looking and left little
scope for the inevitable move towards a preventive future for
the dental service.2 His crucial argument, however, was that
it was a one sided thesis which few dentists were likely to find
logical; moreover, it had drawn heavily and irrelevantly on a
study carried out over 15 years ago in the Indian Health
Service in Arizona, New Mexico, and South Dakota-whose
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